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Making Pollution Inefficient Through Empowerment

Cody McBride*

At its crux, environmental law is about forcing potential polluters to act in ways they would not otherwise. To do this, environmental law attempts to make noncompliance more costly than compliance. Without doing so, potential polluters would pollute regardless of its legality, a theory known as efficient breach of public law. Academics and judges alike have increasingly accepted this theory, resulting in courts struggling to prevent efficient breaches. But that has proven a difficult task. In Pakootas v. Teck Cominco Ltd., the Ninth Circuit sought to prevent efficient breach by barring citizen suits to enforce Environmental Protection Agency penalties, thereby concentrating enforcement power in the Environmental Protection Agency. This Note argues, however, that the Ninth Circuit ruling will generally make efficient breach more likely, even if it ensured compliance in Pakootas v. Teck Cominco Ltd. The Environmental Protection Agency has repeatedly failed to protect the environment due to lack of oversight, a lack of resources, or a lack of desire. Citizen suits are powerful tools to counteract the Environmental Protection Agency’s failure and should not be uniformly discarded. Contrary to the Ninth Circuit’s rule, I argue for a case-by-case approach to determine whether a citizen suit for Environmental Protection Agency penalties would increase or decrease the likelihood of compliance in each particular case. Even beyond the realm of citizen suits, environmental protection powers should be broadly shared among potential enforcers, including the Environmental Protection Agency, citizens, states, and Native American tribes, so that the probability of paying for pollution and the cost of noncompliance both rise.
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If you want to know the law and nothing else, you must look at it as a bad
man, who cares only for the material consequences which such knowledge
enables him to predict, not as a good one, who finds his reasons for
conduct, whether inside the law or outside of it, in the vaguer sanctions of
conscience.1

INTRODUCTION

Congress designed the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) to promote the “timely cleanup of
hazardous waste sites” by those responsible for contamination.2 One obstacle
to this goal—and to the success of any environmental law—is the possibility
for efficient breach of public law. Advocates of this theory believe people will
violate public laws if the benefits of doing so outweigh the costs of the legal
consequences, and advocates often encourage such violations.3 Accordingly,
members of the ivory tower4 and the bench5 increasingly assume that people

1. Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., The Path of the Law, 10 HARV. L. REV. 457, 459 (1897).
Edison Co. v. UGI Util., Inc., 423 F.3d 90, 94 (2d Cir. 2005)).
3. See Frank H. Easterbrook & Daniel R. Fischel, Antitrust Suits by Targets of Tender Offers, 80
MICH. L. REV. 1155, 1168 n.36, 1177 n.57 (1982).
4. See id.; Stephen L. Pepper, Counseling at the Limits of the Law: An Exercise in the
Jurisprudence and Ethics of Lawyering, 104 YALE L.J. 1545, 1576 (1995); William H. Simon, The
5. See Luddington v. Ind. Bell Tel. Co., 966 F.2d 225, 229 (7th Cir. 1992); Reyes-Hernandez v.
INS, 89 F.3d 490, 492 (7th Cir. 1996); Branton v. FCC, 993 F.2d 906, 908 (D.C. Cir. 1993); Smith v.
Nat’l Transp. Safety Bd., 981 F.2d 1326, 1328 (D.C. Cir. 1993); Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S.
244, 282 (1994).
consider economic outcomes when deciding whether to follow the law. Because many lawmakers and judges find efficient breaches of public law morally acceptable when they are efficient and profitable,6 others work tirelessly to ensure breaches are inefficient and costly so as to dissuade them.7 Inefficiency is thus the key to legal compliance.

In environmental law, attempts to create inefficiency for polluters equal an effort to prevent pollution and achieve quicker and cheaper cleanups once pollution occurs.8 But creating inefficiency can be difficult, especially when the full impacts of a decision are not considered. Illustrating this difficulty, the Ninth Circuit recently limited CERCLA citizen suits in an attempt to make efficient breach unattractive for the polluter.9 Specifically, the court ruled that only the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) could bring suits to enforce its penalty orders for noncompliance, arguing that giving the EPA sole control over enforcement matters would result in higher rates of compliance.10 But in most cases the court’s limitation makes it economically attractive for polluters to ignore EPA penalty orders, even if the limitation better ensured compliance in the unique scenario before it.11 The court has unintentionally sacrificed quicker and cheaper cleanups by making EPA penalties less effective; the court’s vision was too narrow and its decision too broad.

Instead, environmental protection and enforcement powers should be in the hands of the many, not the few. Specifically, those most harmed by pollution when it occurs—local governments, citizens, and tribes—should also have the power to protect themselves, if for no other reason than they will be more likely than the EPA to do so. As for noncompliance penalties, if there were many different potential enforcers, polluters would be less likely to evade penalties and, thus, to ignore orders to pay. Conversely, because the EPA is the only enforcer for penalties it imposes, there is a greater incentive for polluters to evade or stall cleanup and penalty payment because the EPA may choose to negotiate, as in Pakootas v. Teck Cominco Ltd.12 (Pakootas II), or may lack the funds or manpower needed to enforce a compliance order.13 If the EPA does enforce the penalty, cleanup is ultimately costlier for polluters who choose to

---

6. See Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 3, at 1168 n.36, 1177 n.57.
7. See Pakootas v. Teck Cominco Metals, Ltd. (Pakootas II), 646 F.3d 1214 (9th Cir. 2011).
8. For a discussion on the goals of environmental law, see James L. Huffman, The Past and Future of Environmental Law, 30 ENVT'L. L. 23, 24 (2000) (environmental law was born out of concerns for public health, conservation, and preservation, all of which require the limitation of pollution and cleanup when it occurs).
10. Id. (“The penalties are the EPA’s hammer.”).
11. Id. at 1221–22.
12. Id. at 1217–18.
wait—and for the society in which those funds could be put to better use—because penalties would accumulate during their noncompliance\(^\text{14}\); thus, initial incentives for noncompliance can actually lead to inefficient outcomes for polluters who lose their gamble, regardless of how safe the gamble initially seemed. Even outside the scope of noncompliance penalties, it would be less likely that polluters would escape punishment for their pollution if many different entities were entrusted with environmental protection powers, making it less attractive for polluters to ignore environmental laws.

Part I of this Note discusses efficient breach of environmental law, its acceptance by legal scholars and the bench, and its effect on the path of the law. Part II explores traditional enforcement tools used in environmental law—penalties and citizen suits—and their importance in ensuring environmental protection. Part III addresses Pakootas II and its impact on the effectiveness of those tools. Part IV provides examples where overdependence on the EPA resulted in noncompliance by polluters; it then discusses ways in which efficient breach of public law should be addressed—namely, the EPA, states, citizens, and Native tribes should share the responsibility of environmental protection, with adequate power to stop pollution given to those harmed by it.

## I. EFFICIENT BREACH OF PUBLIC LAW

### A. The Theory and Its Acceptance

The “efficient breach of public law theory”\(^\text{15}\) states that actors have no moral obligation to avoid violating public law when violations would be economically profitable.\(^\text{16}\) A fundamental assumption of the theory of efficient breach of public law is the “law-as-price theory” of compliance.\(^\text{17}\) The law-as-price theory holds that the law is to be looked at in terms of the price required to comply, and only if that price is lower than the price of noncompliance is a

---

\(^{14}\) See 42 U.S.C. § 9606(b)(1) (2006) (“(1) Any person who, without sufficient cause, willfully violates, or fails or refuses to comply with, any order of the President under subsection (a) of this section may, in an action brought in the appropriate United States district court to enforce such order, be fined not more than $25,000 for each day in which such violation occurs or such failure to comply continues.”); see also 73 Fed. Reg. 75,340, 75,340–46 (Dec. 11, 2008) (setting the maximum monetary penalty amount for noncompliance during Teck Cominco’s noncompliance at $37,500 per day).

\(^{15}\) Efficient breach is better known in the context of contract law and is advocated by many economists and judges in that field. See Patton v. Mid-Continent Sys., Inc., 841 F.2d 742, 750 (7th Cir. 1988) (Posner, J.) (“Even if a breach is deliberate, it is not necessarily blameworthy. The promisor may simply have discovered that his performance is worth more to someone else. If so, efficiency is promoted by allowing him to break his promise, provided he makes good the promisee’s actual losses.”). But, of course, others disagree with the efficient breach of contract theory. See, e.g., Daniel Friedmann, The Efficient Breach Fallacy, 18 J. LEGAL STUD. 1 (1989); Melvin A. Eisenberg, Actual and Virtual Specific Performance, the Theory of Efficient Breach, and the Indifference Principle in Contract Law, 93 CALIF. L. REV. 975 (2005).

\(^{16}\) See Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 3, at 1155, 1168 n.36; Cynthia A. Williams, Corporate Compliance with the Law in the Era of Efficiency, 76 N.C. L. REV. 1265, 1267–68 (1998).

\(^{17}\) Williams, supra note 16, at 1267–68.
person morally required to follow the law. \(^{18}\) In essence, the theory holds that Congress only intended for its laws to be followed if doing so costs less than the fine or penalty for noncompliance. \(^{19}\)

Most proponents of the law-as-price theory do not claim that people can morally buy their way out of \textit{any} law, however. The theory only applies to regulatory laws (\textit{malum prohibitum}), which cover actions that are wrong only because prohibited by law, not to laws “wrong in their very nature” (\textit{malum in se}). \(^{20}\) This distinction is important because even those who argue that a person can morally breach regulatory laws do not argue that a person can morally “commit murder so long as he does not leave behind proof beyond a reasonable doubt of his act.” \(^{21}\) Being inherently wrong, the limits of and punishments for \textit{malum in se} crimes are not seen as the price lawmakers thought appropriate for those crimes to become morally acceptable. \(^{22}\)

While many criticize the efficient breach of public law theory, believers have grown in number, with many being influential professors and judges who are instrumental in shaping the path of the law. The academic community has advocated the theory in depth, \(^{23}\) more importantly, however, many courts have adopted it, impacting the enforcement and development of the law.

First, though, it is important to note that the underlying principles of the theory are not new. In fact, many influential Americans, including founding fathers, accepted them. For example, Thomas Jefferson once said that “[n]o government can be maintained without the principle of fear as well as duty. Good men will obey the last, but bad ones the former only.” \(^{24}\) Benjamin Franklin agreed, opining that “[l]aws too gentle are seldom obeyed. . . .” \(^{25}\) Likewise, James Madison viewed the constitutional design as a limit on human

\(^{18}\) \textit{Id.} Williams defines the closely related “efficient investment in compliance” theory as suggesting “that the amount of money a firm should invest in law compliance will be determined by the maximum penalties for violations, rather than the substantive standards for conduct that the law sets forth.” \textit{id.} at 1357. To these theories, compare the “law-as-limit” theory of compliance, which holds that laws morally require compliance even if noncompliance would be profitable. For Williams’s criticism of the law-as-price and efficient investment in compliance theories, as well as an endorsement of the law-as-limit theory, see \textit{id.} at 1267–68.

\(^{19}\) See Easterbrook & Fischel, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1177 n.57 (“[M]anagers do not have an ethical duty to obey economic regulatory laws just because the laws exist. They must determine the importance of these laws. The penalties Congress names for disobedience are a measure of how much it wants firms to sacrifice in order to adhere to the rules; the idea of optimal sanctions is based on the supposition that managers not only may but also should violate the rules when it is profitable to do so.”).

\(^{20}\) Pepper, \textit{supra} note 4, at 1576.

\(^{21}\) See Simon, \textit{supra} note 4, at 48.

\(^{22}\) See Easterbrook & Fischel, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1168 n.36.


\(^{25}\) \textit{Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard’s Almanac} (1756), \textit{as reprinted in The Prefaces, Proverbs, and Poems of Benjamin Franklin} 251 (Paul Leicester Ford ed., New York, Putnam, 1889).
self-interest, stating that, “[i]f men were angels, no government would be necessary.” 26 A century later, Oliver Wendell Holmes asserted that to know the law one must look at it as a “bad man, who cares only for the material consequences his knowledge enables him to predict.” 27 Each of these men recognized the proclivity of people to ignore the law when the price to be paid for doing so was low.

More recently, Judge Richard Posner has been a leading proponent of the theory of efficient breach of public law and the underlying law-as-price theory of compliance. 28 In Luddington v. Indiana Bell Telephone Co., for example, he said that the “amount of care” people take to avoid civil or criminal liability is directly related to the severity of the sanction involved. 29 The case involved a racial discrimination lawsuit, parts of which were dismissed by the district court. 30 While waiting for plaintiff’s appeal, Congress enacted the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which, if applicable to plaintiff’s claims, would require his dismissed claims to be reinstated. 31 Although the “norm of nondiscrimination” was not new, Judge Posner refused to apply the statute to defendants’ actions before they had an opportunity to “readjust their level of care” in consideration of the new legal consequences. 32 Keeping with this view, in Reyes-Hernandez v. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Judge Posner held that new immigration rules could not be applied retroactively because people consider legal consequences in “planning and conducting” their lives. 33 By accepting that legal consequences—including the amount of penalties—are a valid consideration in choosing whether to comply with a law, Judge Posner implicitly acknowledged that an action’s underlying legality is simply one factor on which to base our behavior. 34

Likewise, Judge Douglas Ginsburg of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has penned more than one case echoing tones of the efficient breach of public law theory. In Branton v. Federal Communications Commission, a radio station broadcasted evidence used in the trial of John Gotti, an alleged mobster, without censoring Gotti’s repeated use of “the f-word.” 35 Although the broadcast was allegedly obscene or indecent in violation of federal law, the FCC decided not to impose penalties. 36 A listener sued the FCC for its failure to sanction the radio station, claiming that by not

27. Holmes Jr., supra note 1, at 459.
30. Id. at 226.
31. Id.
32. Id. at 229.
33. Reyes-Hernandez v. INS, 89 F.3d 490, 492 (7th Cir. 1996). In this case, an immigrant considered the legal consequences in deciding whether to concede their deportability in court. Id.
34. See id.
36. Id.
doing so it was more likely that radio stations would broadcast such material in the future.\textsuperscript{37} Judge Ginsburg found that because “radio stations might well decide that the benefits of broadcasting indecent language . . . outweigh the costs of making certain payments to the Government (here in the form of fines rather than of taxes),” the court had no way to predict whether a radio station would decide to efficiently break the law even if the FCC imposed sanctions.\textsuperscript{38} Thus, the causation and redressibility requirements for standing were lacking and he dismissed the case.\textsuperscript{39} Importantly, Judge Ginsburg never chastised the radio station’s decision not to comply; rather, he seemed to accept that supply and demand economics apply to compliance with public law just as with consumer goods.\textsuperscript{40} He further explained his view of the law in \textit{Smith v. National Transportation Safety Board}, where he claimed that acting in accordance with the law meant “conforming to the law, but [that] sometimes it means violating the law (or coming close and risking a violation) and accepting the known consequences of doing so—especially where a regulatory rather than a moral or criminal norm is concerned.”\textsuperscript{41}

Even the Supreme Court has endorsed the underlying theories of efficient breach of public law, stating that the level and type of penalties for a violation of law can determine a person’s compliance efforts.\textsuperscript{42} The case was \textit{Landgraf v. USI Film Products}, and at its heart was the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which amended Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to add compensatory and punitive damages for intentional employment discrimination and to allow jury trials.\textsuperscript{43} Before Congress passed the 1991 amendment, Barbara Landgraf sued her employer for the “inappropriate remarks and physical contact” of her coworker.\textsuperscript{44} The district court dismissed the complaint, finding that although Landgraf had been sexually harassed she was not entitled to equitable relief—the only type of relief available under the original act—because her employment had not been terminated in violation of Title VII; she had instead resigned.\textsuperscript{45} While Landgraf’s appeal was pending, Congress passed the 1991 amendment.\textsuperscript{46} Naturally, Landgraf argued that her case should be remanded for a jury trial with the possibility of damages pursuant to the new act.\textsuperscript{47} The court of appeals and the Supreme Court disagreed.\textsuperscript{48}

Writing for the majority, Justice Stevens explained that the amendment “give[s] managers an added incentive to take preventive measures to ward off

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{37} Id. at 909.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Id. at 911–12 (citation omitted).
  \item \textsuperscript{39} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{40} See id.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} Landgraf v. USI Film Prods., 511 U.S. 244, 282 (1994) (Stevens, J.)
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Landgraf, 511 U.S. at 248.
  \item \textsuperscript{45} Id. at 248–49.
  \item \textsuperscript{46} Id. at 249.
  \item \textsuperscript{47} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} Id. at 249, 286.
\end{itemize}
To apply those provisions retroactively would be unfair because the defendant would not have an opportunity to respond to that incentive in determining how much to invest in compliance. Still, the Court acknowledged that the legal standard had not changed—intentional employment discrimination had been illegal for a generation—meaning that fairness concerns were not as pressing. Nonetheless, the Court made clear that people have a right to know “[t]he extent of . . . liability,” not just that it is illegal, before deciding whether to comply. As one legal scholar put it, the Court told us not to expect compliance unless the law carries “a big enough stick [for people] to take it seriously.”

As mentioned above, the efficient breach of public law theory is not without its critics. One legal scholar, Cynthia Williams, argues that the theory lacks “a sound political and legal foundation,” and that it is wrong about how people actually make decisions. She further argues that even though regulatory laws cover areas not governed by “obvious moral precepts,” it is in those areas where we need binding law the most to ensure “a level playing field among competitive economic enterprises, so that persons are treated fairly and with respect, and so that industrial practices include considerations of human and environmental health and safety.” Finally, Williams posits that society, far from being indifferent on whether a statute is enforced, is actually harmed when regulations are ignored, especially where the harm the regulation seeks to prevent is not economic (as with speed limits or environmental laws). In enacting these laws, society intended for them to be followed, regardless of price, for everyone’s benefit. Judge Thomas Ellis of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia has echoed this view: “Congress surely did not intend for employers to perform a cost–benefit analysis to decide whether to engage in or permit illegal discriminatory conduct. Rather, Congress plainly meant that no cost–benefit ratio could justify unlawful discrimination.”

49.  Id. at 282 n.35.
50.  See id.
51.  Id.
52.  Id. at 283–84.
53.  Williams, supra note 16, at 1358. In stark contrast and espousing a very different view of the law, Justice Harry Blackmun dissented, arguing that sexual harassment had been illegal for thirty years and that “there is no such thing as a vested right to do wrong.” Landgraf, 511 U.S. at 297 (citing Freeborn v. Smith, 69 U.S. 160, 175 (1864)) (Blackmun, J., dissenting).
54.  Williams, supra note 16, at 1267, 1276 n.38. For a list of reasons that people might follow the law regardless of the cost of doing so, specifically in the environmental field, see David B. Spence, The Shadow of the Rational Polluter: Rethinking the Role of Rational Actor Models in Environmental Law, 89 CALIF. L. REV. 917, 970 (2001).
56.  Id. at 1333.
57.  Id. at 1336–37.
B. Efficient Breach of Environmental Law

At its crux, environmental law is about forcing potential polluters to act in ways they would not normally act and that are often against their financial interests. To this end, lawmakers must make noncompliance more costly than compliance, or else polluters will ignore the rules. But does the efficient breach of public law theory really apply to environmental laws, making compliance with those laws voluntary in the eyes of the theory’s supporters? This depends on whether environmental laws are malum prohibitum (regulatory) or malum in se (wrong by nature). At least one law-as-price proponent has argued that environmental laws are regulatory because to “discharge .060 grams of ammonia per liter of water effluent in a rural area” is not inherently wrong, even if to do so is against EPA regulations. Although unlawful, such a discharge may not be harmful to others—possibly evidenced by lack of enforcement in rural areas—meaning the discharge is not inherently wrong. In contrast, murder is unlawful, harmful, and inherently wrong. Thus, some see compliance with EPA regulations as morally voluntary under the law-as-price theory; without a moral obligation to comply, polluters will likely weigh the costs of compliance and noncompliance before acting.

Further, the traditional rationale underlying environmental law corroborates the claim that environmental law is embedded in the efficient breach of public law realm—despite scholarship in the field lacking language associated with efficient breach. Environmental law’s rationale is based on the theory of the “rational polluter” that seeks to maximize its own pecuniary self-interests. Basically, a rational polluter will pollute unless it is otherwise deterred. To be deterred, penalties must be set high enough and the regulatory mechanism must maximize the probability of noncompliance detection.

59. Huffman, supra note 8, at 25.
60. See Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 3, at 1168 n.36, 1177 n.57.
61. Pepper, supra note 4, at 1576. But see Engel, supra note 22, at 45 (arguing that even clearly malum in se laws are not absolute bars, and penalties for noncompliance should still be considered when determining how many resources to invest in conforming to the law).
62. See Pepper, supra note 4, at 1576–77.
64. Spence, supra note 53, at 919–20; see cf. Garrett Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 162 SCI. 1243, 1244 (1968) (explaining how it is rational for individual herdsmen to increase the size of their herds to the point where the common grazing area is depleted and ruined).
65. Spence, supra note 53, at 920.
66. Id. at 921.
Really, one must only look at the EPA’s enforcement policies and practices to see the efficient breach of public law theory’s influence: the EPA’s penalty policies say “[i]t is generally the Agency’s policy not to settle cases for an amount less than the economic benefit of noncompliance.” Inherent in this policy is the assumption that polluters make choices in consideration of costs rather than blindly complying with the law.

With the efficient breach of public law theory’s influence on the legal world, including environmental law, it is undoubtedly an important topic. As the theory permeates the legal field, people will be more likely to see the penalties of malum prohibitum laws as the price of engaging in the regulated activity. Even if the efficient breach theory is confined to legal scholarship without real world adherence by polluters, the mere concern for efficient breach of public law can affect a court’s reasoning and shift the direction of an entire legal field, as illustrated by the cases discussed in Part I.A. In environmental law, such a shift has occurred with Pakootas II, threatening to inhibit quick and cheap cleanups in the future, as discussed in Part III. First, to set the stage I review traditionally successful tools for minimizing efficient breach of environmental law.

II. CREATING INEFFICIENCY THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

A. Penalties

Forcing compliance with government regulations can be difficult in any area of the law. Like in other fields, penalties and fines are useful enforcement tools in environmental law. For example, CERCLA cleanup orders require polluters to pay the substantial costs incurred from cleanup of hazardous waste sites. CERCLA provides that those who own the land on which pollution occurs and those who cause it to occur are responsible for the total costs of the “removal or remedial action . . . [and] damages for injury to, destruction of, or loss of natural resources.” To force those responsible to comply, CERCLA uses penalties and fines as primary tools to make noncompliance more expensive. Specifically, for polluters who fail to comply with cleanup orders, the EPA may impose fines up to $25,000 per day of noncompliance. Punitive damages, which are imposed in addition to the cleanup costs themselves, may be three times the cost of cleanup incurred by

---

68. Even critics of the theory admit its importance. Williams, supra note 16, at 1276 n.38 (“Rather, the law-as-price theory is important as a theory about law compliance, even if it is incorrect about how these decisions are actually made, both because it has started to have an effect on decided cases and because it is illuminating how we as a society (or certain law professors within that society) think about law.”).
69. The best approach to tax compliance is hotly debated, for example. See James Andreoni et al., Tax Compliance, 36 J. ECON. LITERATURE 818 (1998).
71. Id. § 9606(b)(1).
the government, 72 and the EPA has explicitly affirmed the importance of punitive damages against “recalcitrant parties who fail to comply with administrative orders.”73 Congress included similar penalty provisions in the CAA,74 CWA,75 RCRA,76 Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA),77 Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA),78 Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).79

The EPA adopted three main goals in assessing and assigning penalties on polluters breaching environmental law: (1) “deterrence;” (2) “fair and equitable treatment of the repudiated community;” and (3) “swift resolution of environmental problems.”80 The first and third purposes directly relate to efficient breach, with the first attempting to prevent it before it occurs and the third attempting to ensure minimal environmental damage afterward. As for deterrence, the EPA stated that:

If a penalty is to achieve deterrence, both the violator and the general public must be convinced that the penalty places the violator in a worse position than those who have complied in a timely fashion. Neither . . . is likely to believe this if the violator is able to retain an overall advantage from noncompliance. . . . For these reasons, it is Agency policy that penalties generally should, at a minimum, remove any significant economic benefits resulting from failure to comply with the law.81

Going further, the EPA suggested that “deterrence and fundamental fairness” require punitive penalties “to ensure that the violator is economically worse off than if it had obeyed the law.”82 Similarly, in discussing swift resolutions of environmental problems, the EPA endorsed two approaches to remedy an existing efficient breach: (1) “providing incentives to settle and institute prompt remedial action” and (2) “providing disincentives to delaying compliance.”83 In other words, the noncompliance penalty should be less if cleanup is initiated quickly but should be higher if delays occur.

Regardless of the underlying goals and rationales, however, penalties are

---

72. Id. § 9607(c)(3).
77. See id. §§ 300g-3(b), 300g-3(g)(3), 300i(b), 300i-1(c), 300j-4(c).
80. EPA, POLICY ON CIVIL PENALTIES: EPA GENERAL ENFORCEMENT POLICY 1 (1984), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/policies/civil/policy/epapolicy-civilpenalties021684.pdf. In addition to these goals, the EPA also uses the penalty provisions of some statutes—such as CERCLA and the CWA—to recover the costs of government cleanups. See id. at 2.
81. Id. at 3.
82. Id.
83. Id. at 6.
meaningless unless enforceable.\(^8^4\) Citizen suit provisions, to which I now turn, are one of the most essential means of enforcement in environmental law.

\section*{B. Citizen Suits}

\subsection*{1. Purposes of Citizen Suits}

Seeing citizen suit provisions as invaluable tools of enforcement, Congress inserted them into many environmental statutes.\(^8^5\) Citizen suits can be brought by environmental organizations, companies, landowners, developers, faith-based organizations, states, or tribal governments, and citizens brought suits between 1995 and 2003—about one lawsuit per week—under the CAA and CWA alone.\(^8^6\)

Citizen suit provisions reflect “a deliberate choice by Congress to widen citizen access to the courts, as a supplemental and effective assurance that [environmental laws] would be implemented and enforced.”\(^8^7\) In other words, Congress enacted citizen suit provisions in anticipation of polluters ignoring environmental regulations; by increasing the likelihood of enforcement, Congress increased the anticipated costs for efficient breach of environmental laws, making polluters more likely to comply. Thus, citizen suit provisions play an important role in preventing pollution and effectuating cleanup.\(^8^8\)

Congress’s motives for enacting citizen suits can be broken down further, providing a greater understanding of their role in curtailing efficient breach. First, citizen suits act as a check on EPA oversight and bias, working to hold an unelected agency accountable and motivating it to act.\(^8^9\) As the Sixth Circuit put it, “private citizens provide a second level of enforcement and can serve as a check to ensure the state and federal governments are diligent in prosecuting . . . violations.”\(^9^0\) In the CWA citizen suit that prompted this language, the Sierra Club challenged Cincinnati’s aging and overburdened sewer system and its
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\(^8^4\) See National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan, 55 Fed. Reg. 8666, 8799 (Mar. 8, 1990) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 300) (commenter claiming that the EPA had failed to use the punitive penalty provision of CERCLA and identifying the problems that would create).


\(^8^8\) May, \textit{supra} note 86, at 1.

\(^8^9\) Id. at 6. See S. REP. NO. 91-1196, at 36–37 (1970) ("Authorizing citizens to bring suits for violations of standards should motivate governmental agencies charged with the responsibility to bring enforcement and abatement proceedings."); William L. Andreen, \textit{The Evolution of Water Pollution Control in the United States—State, Local, and Federal Efforts, 1789-1972: Part I}, 22 \textit{STAN. ENVT'L. L.J.} 145, 194–95, 199 (2003) (detailing the failures of state agencies in enforcing state water programs—mostly due to a focus on cooperation with and sympathy for polluters, instead of enforcement—which eventually led to federal intervention in the 1960s).

\(^9^0\) Sierra Club v. Hamilton Cnty. Bd. of Cnty.’s Comm’rs, 504 F.3d 634, 637 (6th Cir. 2007).
capacity-related overflows of raw sewage into homes, streets, and rivers. Although the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (“OEPA,” which was the governmental power charged with enforcing the CWA) had issued an order compelling remediation of these illegal overflows in 1992, the problem remained ten years later when the Sierra Club filed suit. The suit eventually forced the county to provide an adequate consent decree outlining the remediation steps it would take. According to the lower court, “[i]t was not until the Sierra Club filed its own complaint and ultimately intervened in this matter that positive solutions began to emerge,” illustrating the power citizen suits have to force action by complacent government agencies.

Second, citizen suits provide an oversight and enforcement method when government funding is scarce. Studies have found that a lack of resources has shackled EPA monitoring efforts, and that inspections are often performed only once per year. Even heavily regulated industrial facilities only faced, on average, 3 CAA compliance inspections, 2.4 CWA compliance inspections, and 1.5 RCRA compliance inspections over a two-year period. Citizen suits, on the other hand, provide numerous possible sources of funding to fill the enforcement gap. With so many watching, it is much more likely someone will notice harmful violations and file suit. Accordingly, the vast majority of legal opinions that interpret environmental statutes are based on citizen-initiated litigation. Further, environmental statutes give courts discretion to award the fees and costs of bringing citizen suits to plaintiffs, so lack of funding, while still potentially troublesome since citizens have to finance the litigation until they can be recouped, is somewhat mitigated for citizen suits.

Third, citizen suits allow public participation in government, ensuring those who are wronged by pollution are given a path to obtain remedies.
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95. May, supra note 85, at 5–6; see 136 CONG. REC. S3,183 (daily ed. Mar. 26, 1990) (remarks of Sen. David Durenberger) (“Citizen resources are an important adjunct to governmental action to assure that these laws are adequately enforced. In a time of limited Government resources, enforcement through court action prompted by citizen suits is a valuable dimension of environmental law.”). And, again, EPA funding is especially susceptible today. See Walsh, supra note 12.
96. See Spence, supra note 53, at 967–68 (citing CLIFFORD S. RUSSELL ET AL., ENFORCING POLLUTION CONTROL LAWS (1986)).
97. The EPA’s SFIP program compiled this data by tracking inspections of 600 state and federal industrial facilities. Id. at 968.
98. May, supra note 86, at 8. Specifically, between 1993 and 2002, 83 of 110—or 75 percent of—federal court opinions on environmental laws were attributable to civil suits. Id.
100. See May, supra note 86, at 6; Luke W. Cole, Empowerment as the Key to Environmental Protection: The Need for Environmental Poverty Law, 19 ECOLOGY L.Q. 619, 649 (1992) (“If environmental degradation is stopped, it will be stopped by its victims.”). However, Cole ultimately
Public participation in environmental decision making is a right,\(^{101}\) and if designed correctly, public participation can improve environmental protection by optimizing “the link between environmental decisions and those affected by those decisions.”\(^{102}\) This is in part because those who are most wronged are most likely to fight back\(^{103}\)—and thus most likely to instigate citizen suits if their resources allow—making payment by polluters more likely and efficient breach less attractive.

Fourth, citizen suits prevent agency and policy “capture.” Under the capture theory, polluters often gain disproportionate influence over policymakers, meaning their interests are overrepresented in the legislative, policymaking, and enforcement processes.\(^{104}\) For example, some argue that the railroad industry captured the Interstate Commerce Commission around 1900, leading to favorable policies for railroads.\(^{105}\) By providing remedies for environmental pollution outside the normal political processes, citizen suits act as—and were designed as—a check on polluters capturing agencies and policies.\(^{106}\)

Conversely, some have argued that citizen suits are not as important as they seem\(^{107}\) or are even detrimental to environmental protection.\(^{108}\) Pakootas II, which I examine in Part III, is a typical example of a court discrediting the importance of citizen suits in enforcement. However, as seen in this Part and with more concrete examples in Part IV, citizen suits are often necessary to prevent environmental harms when the EPA has failed to do so.

2. Mechanics of Citizen Suits

CERCLA provides a good illustration of the general mechanics of environmental citizen suit provisions. As for who can bring a citizen suit against whom, CERCLA states that

any person may commence a civil action on his own behalf (1) against any
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\(^{101}\) Neil A.F. Popovic, *The Right to Participate in Decisions that Affect the Environment*, 10 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 683, 686 –88 (1993) (discussing international law to show a degree of international consensus on the right to participate in environmental decision making, although “enforceable obligations in the legal sense” do not exist).

\(^{102}\) *Id.* at 692–96, 709 (arguing that effective public participation requires, among other things, public education on and access to information about environmental issues and hazards, at least in the public hearing format).

\(^{103}\) *Id.* at 927.

person (including the United States and any other governmental instrumentality or agency, to the extent permitted by the eleventh amendment to the Constitution) who is alleged to be in violation of any standard, regulation, condition, requirement, or order which has become effective pursuant to this chapter . . . or (2) against the President or any other officer of the United States (including the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and the Administrator of the ATSDR) where there is alleged a failure of the President or of such other officer to perform any act or duty under this chapter. . . .

Regarding remedies, courts are authorized to order corrections of violations and issue applicable penalties for violations. There is also a notice requirement, which states that citizens must give notice to the President, the state in which the violation occurs, and the polluter sixty days before bringing suit. In efficient breach terms, this acts as a warning that the cost of noncompliance is about to rise, and allows polluters to adjust their conduct accordingly.

III. THE NINTH CIRCUIT’S OVERCOMPENSATION FOR EFFICIENT BREACH: PAKOOTAS II

This Part discusses Pakootas II, the Ninth Circuit’s attempt to prevent a specific instance of efficient breach of environmental law. Besides showcasing efficient breach in an environmental context and a court’s explicit attempt to deal with it, the case importantly reveals that there is not an easy answer for this difficult problem. What works in some cases might not necessarily work in others, suggesting that discretion on a case-by-case basis is needed to determine whether citizen suits should be allowed, not the blanket rule adopted by the Ninth Circuit. The Ninth Circuit asserted too much faith in and gave too much power to the EPA, largely to the detriment of future enforcement attempts, even if not to the one in Pakootas II.

A. The Case

Pakootas II provides an example of a court attempting to counter efficient breach of environmental law but instead inadvertently endangering future compliance. The Ninth Circuit barred third parties from bringing citizen suits to enforce penalties included in EPA cleanup orders issued under CERCLA. The court held that CERCLA penalties are a hammer available only to the EPA, and sharing that hammer would upset the congressional scheme of the statute and fundamentally diminish the EPA’s ability to ensure cleanup and curtail efficient breach. More specifically, in interpreting 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h), a CERCLA provision, the court held that its jurisdiction excludes “challenges to removal or remedial action” taken under the act, with some exceptions. Citizen suits
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109. 42 U.S.C. § 9659 (2006). There are some exceptions to this general citizen suit provision, one of which, 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h), was at issue in Pakootas II and I discuss in Part III.
110. Id. § 9659(c).
111. Id. § 9659(d)(1).
seeking penalty enforcement were not among those exceptions, however.

Sparking the underlying dispute in Pakootas II, Teck Cominco Metals Limited (Teck Cominco), a Canadian mining company, dumped slag from its lead-zinc smelter in British Columbia into the Columbia River between 1905 and 1995. This pollution flowed ten miles downstream into Washington’s Lake Roosevelt. In 2003, in response to a petition by the Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation, which borders the river and lake, the EPA assessed the environmental contamination and determined that the Upper Columbia River was eligible for inclusion on CERCLA’s National Priority List. Also known as the “Superfund List,” included sites are top priorities for CERCLA-financed cleanup.

Teck Cominco and the EPA failed to reach a voluntary agreement—partly because of the Canadian government’s concerns for its sovereignty—so the EPA issued a unilateral administrative order under CERCLA commanding Teck Cominco to perform a remedial investigation and feasibility study and to implement a cleanup. After Teck Cominco failed to comply, however, the EPA took no action to enforce its order. In an attempt to do so, two members of the Colville Tribes, Joseph A. Pakootas and Donald R. Michel, sued Teck Cominco under CERCLA’s citizen suit provision, seeking: (1) a declaration that Teck Cominco violated the order; (2) an injunction compelling compliance; (3) penalties for Teck Cominco’s failure to comply; and (4) attorney’s fees and costs. Teck Cominco filed a motion to dismiss these charges, arguing the suit was an illegal extraterritorial application of CERCLA. The district court disagreed and denied the motion, a decision upheld by the Ninth Circuit.

In June 2006, before the Ninth Circuit had ruled on the motion to dismiss, Teck Cominco and the EPA had entered into a “contractual agreement” to perform remediation. In return for “satisfactory performance” of the contract, the EPA promised not to sue for penalties or injunctive relief for the 892 days of noncompliance with its administrative order, which it also

112. The smelting process separates desirable metals from unwanted materials, the leftover byproduct being slag. Until 1995, Teck Cominco dumped up to 145,000 tons of liquid and solid slag into the Columbia River annually; it included “the heavy metals arsenic, cadmium, copper, mercury, lead, and zinc.” Pakootas v. Teck Cominco Metals Ltd. (Pakootas I), 452 F.3d 1066, 1069 (9th Cir. 2006).
113. Id.
114. Id.
115. Id.
118. Id. at 1217.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Id. Meanwhile, Washington and the Colville Tribes intervened in the litigation, both seeking the anticipated costs of the CERCLA assessment and recovery and declaratory relief regarding the reasonable costs of assessing natural resource damages, claims now proceeding in district court. Id.
122. Id.
Additionally, Teck Cominco consented to the district court’s jurisdiction “solely for the limited purpose of an action to enforce” designated provisions of the contract. Accordingly, the EPA has not taken action against Teck Cominco for its noncompliance with the earlier order. The contractual agreement marks the EPA’s successful attempt to prevent efficient breach of its CERCLA order.

After the contractual agreement, plaintiffs amended their complaint, dropping their claims for declaratory and injunctive relief but leaving in the request that Teck Cominco pay penalties for its 892 days of noncompliance with the EPA order in addition to costs and attorney’s fees. Again, Teck Cominco moved to dismiss, which the district court granted, finding it lacked jurisdiction to hear citizen suits seeking enforcement of EPA-cleanup order penalties. Pakootas and Michel appealed to the Ninth Circuit, which upheld the district court’s decision after analyzing 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h), a CERCLA provision, in three steps.

First, the court ruled that § 9613(h) constitutes a limitation on jurisdiction, not just timing. This section, titled “Timing of review,” provides that “[n]o Federal court shall have jurisdiction . . . to review any challenges to removal or remedial action selected under section 9604 of this title, or to review any order issued under section 9606(a) of this title. . . .” The court followed Arbaugh v. Y & H Corp., a Supreme Court case that adopted a “readily administrable bright[-]line” test: “If the Legislature clearly states that a threshold limitation on the statute’s scope shall count as jurisdictional, then courts and litigants will be duly instructed and will not be left to wrestle with the issue. If not, then the restriction is not jurisdictional.” Essentially, if the word “jurisdiction” is used in the controlling part of the statute—as it is in § 9613(h) (“[n]o Federal court shall have jurisdiction”)—then the statute sets jurisdictional limits on the court.

Second, the court determined that the jurisdiction limiting provision, which only applies to “challenges to removal or remedial action,” was applicable to suits brought to enforce penalties. To protect Congress’s plan of preventing lawsuits that might interfere with cleanup orders, the court followed McClellan Ecological Seepage Situation v. Perry in holding that a citizen suit is a challenge if it “seeks to improve on [an already negotiated] CERCLA
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123. Id. at 1218.
124. Id. at 1217–18.
125. Id. at 1218.
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127. Id.; see Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1). The court’s decision only applied to Pakootas and Michel’s claims, not claims made by Washington and the Colville Tribes for response costs, which are still pending. Pakootas II, 646 F.3d at 1218.
128. Pakootas II, 646 F.3d at 1218–19.
130. Pakootas II, 646 F.3d at 1219–20 (internal quotation marks omitted).
131. See id.; 42 U.S.C. § 9613(h) (emphasis added).
cleanup because it wants more” than was negotiated.\textsuperscript{132} Here, the court held, Pakootas and Michel wanted “more” because they wanted the EPA to enforce its noncompliance penalties.\textsuperscript{133} Further, the court pointed to § (h)(2), which provides an exception to the “challenge” bar allowing the EPA to enforce its penalties.\textsuperscript{134} The court reasoned that if penalty enforcement was not a challenge, Congress would not need to make an exception for it.\textsuperscript{135}

The court also focused on policy considerations in favor of giving the EPA sole power to swing the “hammer” of noncompliance penalty enforcement. The contractual agreement between the EPA and Teck Cominco was based on the EPA’s promise not to sue for noncompliance penalties.\textsuperscript{136} If the EPA did not have its hammer, it could not compel performance; if Teck Cominco was forced to pay noncompliance penalties prematurely, it might stop its cleanup, which the court called an efficient breach of its contract.\textsuperscript{137} The EPA, therefore, had made compliance cheaper than noncompliance by negotiating, something Pakootas and Michel’s suit would have reversed. Further, if either the EPA or Pakootas and Michel tried to enforce the penalties, all the hazards of litigation created by extraterritorially concerns—what the EPA was trying to avoid by contracting in the first place—would resurface.\textsuperscript{138} Finally, if forced to pay noncompliance penalties—here, $24 million dollars—polluters might not be able to pay for cleanup afterward.\textsuperscript{139} Accordingly, the court held giving citizens such a weapon would actually prevent cleanup.

Third, although the jurisdiction-limiting provision applied, the court still had to determine if the suit fell under any of the exceptions outlined in § 9613(h). The court ruled it did not.\textsuperscript{140} The first possible exception was § (h)(2), which allows courts to hear “[a]n action to enforce an order issued under section 9606(a) of this title or to recover a penalty for violation of such order.”\textsuperscript{141} The court, however, focused on the meaning of the word “recover,” which in this context the court defined as “to get money.”\textsuperscript{142} Because Pakootas and Michel would not “recover” the penalties themselves, which would instead be paid to the EPA’s Superfund account, the exception did not apply.\textsuperscript{143} Section (h)(2), therefore, only applies to suits brought by the EPA, allowing it “to enforce its orders and recover penalties . . . even when a cleanup is
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ongoing." The court also held that the separate citizen suit exception, § (h)(4), bolstered its reading of § (h)(2). Section (h)(4) allows citizen suits “for claims that the remediation itself violates the statute” except “where remedial action is to be undertaken at the site”—as was the case here, so § (h)(4) did not apply. Going further, the court found that an exception for citizen suits in § (h)(4) implied that citizen suits were not included in § (h)(2). And because the exceptions in § (h)(2) and § (h)(4) did not apply, § 9613(h) barred Pakootas and Michel’s suit.

B. The Reach of Pakootas II and § 9613(h)

Before discussing the true effect of Pakootas II, one must determine the extent to which the case will control future CERCLA citizen suits. Overall, the Ninth Circuit’s limitation on citizen suits is not confined to EPA-polluter contracts, to interruptions in EPA-polluter negotiations, or to penalty-enforcement suits, and the ruling makes it more likely for citizen suits to be classified as “challenges,” which precludes them during cleanups. These conclusions come from the legislative history of § 9613(h), which reveals what Congress meant by the phrase “challenges to removal or remedial actions” and why the court labeled the suit a challenge here. Ultimately, it seems the court’s ruling fits the general trend of interpreting “challenges” broadly to limit citizen suits. Given that the court’s holding is in line with the statute’s precedent, and assuming this is the correct interpretation of the law, Congress itself is the origin of this misguided policy.

With that said, Congress likely enacted § 9613(h) and limited citizen suits to codify the Third Circuit’s ruling in Lone Pine Steering Committee v. EPA, which held that it would be contrary to the congressional intent of CERCLA to allow challenges to incomplete cleanups. The court explained that Congress intended “to promptly eliminate the sources of danger to health and environment” by forcing cleanup through an administrative or court order, or by performing cleanup itself and suing the responsible party later. The court explained that citizen suits during cleanup might delay the cleanup process,
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allowing a threat to turn into actual harm.\textsuperscript{152}

In past case law, courts have applied the “challenges to removal or remedial actions” language broadly so as to include citizen suits. As mentioned above, the Ninth Circuit classified Pakootas and Michel’s citizen suit as a “challenge” largely based on McClellan’s language, specifically that challenges include citizen suits that “interfere with remedial actions selected” and seek “to improve on the CERCLA cleanup” because the petitioner “wants more.”\textsuperscript{153} In McClellan, McClellan Air Force Base (McClellan) was following an “Interagency Agreement” between the Air Force, the EPA, and California to clean up toxic and hazardous waste on its property.\textsuperscript{154} McClellan Ecological Seepage Situation (MESS) brought suit, alleging McClellan’s cleanup violated several environmental statutes. MESS requested “declaratory relief, civil penalties, and an injunction against any further treatment, storage, discharge or disposal of hazardous wastes at McClellan until all federal and state hazardous waste requirements were met.”\textsuperscript{155} Thus, the petitioner sought to improve the Interagency Agreement, which clearly constituted a challenge as the court defined it.\textsuperscript{156}

The McClellan court did acknowledge a limit to what constitutes a challenge, admitting that simply adding to costs of cleanup was not enough.\textsuperscript{157} The court’s hypothetical non-challenge included citizen suit enforcement of a minimum wage law that increased “the cost of cleanup” and diverted “personnel from cleanup duties.”\textsuperscript{158} Such a suit would not be a challenge because it would not be “directly related to the goals of the cleanup itself.”\textsuperscript{159} Likewise, ARCO Environmental Remediation, L.L.C. v. Department of Health and Environmental Quality—a case that plaintiffs in Pakootas II unsuccessfully used for support—distinguished a citizen suit from the broad definition of challenges because it was unrelated to the “goals of the cleanup.”\textsuperscript{160} Sparking the case, ARCO brought a state law Freedom of Information Act claim against the Montana Department of Health and Environmental Quality to obtain documents about a specific Superfund site.\textsuperscript{161} The Ninth Circuit interpreted “challenges to removal or remedial action” to not include suits seeking public access to information about cleanups, because they
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do not “alter cleanup requirements or environmental standards,” nor “terminate or delay” cleanups. Moreover, even if defendants’ claims that the information may “lead to a reduction to the extent of cleanup required” or “disrupt the CERCLA cleanup process” were true, “an incidental effect on the progress of a CERCLA cleanup” does not make a lawsuit a challenge.

Nevertheless, most environmental citizen suits to enforce environmental regulations or EPA penalties would be directly related to the goals of cleanup if they seek to alter requirements of the cleanup order, and thus most would not fall under this exception.

More important than affirming the broad meaning of “challenges,” Pakootas II also narrowed the exceptions that previously softened § 9613(h)’s ban. Specifically, it limited the exception in § (h)(2), which it held only applied to suits brought by the EPA to enforce its own orders or recover penalties, thus closing a back door for citizen challenges. But EPA suits, like citizen suits, could cause cleanup delays, obstructing the policy goal behind § 9613(h) and originated in Pine Steering Committee. Further, citizen suits often remedy other sources of delay, like the EPA’s bias or lack of funds. Apparently, Congress considered EPA-initiated delays acceptable, but not others. However, picking and choosing acceptable delays brings the true underlying goals of § 9613(h) into question, and is especially troublesome when allowing citizen suits would often better effectuate compliance and prevent delay.

C. Pakootas II’s Effect on Teck Cominco and Future Cases

The Ninth Circuit likely hastened cleanup in the extremely narrow scenario put before it, where the defendant possessed a convincing legal claim that potentially allowed it to avoid environmental cleanup entirely. Teck Cominco’s extraterritoriality claim made its situation unique and worrisome for the court. Without this unique situation, the possibility of escaping penalties in the courtroom drops considerably. With it, Teck Cominco was able to counter the EPA’s penalty “hammer” with a weapon of its own—the weapon of efficient breach. Teck Cominco only agreed not to breach in exchange for the EPA’s promise not to attempt enforcement of already-ordered noncompliance
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penalties.\textsuperscript{168} If the contractual agreement soured, for whatever reason, and Teck Cominco decided to take its chances with litigation, cleanup would be prolonged regardless of whether Teck Cominco won in court.\textsuperscript{169} Of course, the situation would be even worse if it did win, as it would have stalled cleanup or forced the EPA to pay for cleanup without reimbursement. Accordingly, the EPA turned to negotiations and contractual agreements only to avoid litigation, the worst option for everyone, including those harmed by the pollution.\textsuperscript{170}

All parties preferred the contract to litigation, so why would the contract sour? A likely cause would be a citizen suit intervening to force Teck Cominco to defend against and possibly pay the noncompliance penalties it was trying to avoid in the first place.\textsuperscript{171} With these concerns in mind, the court understandably—and explicitly—feared that Teck Cominco would find it financially advantageous to breach its contract if it allowed Pakootas and Michel’s suit.\textsuperscript{172} Litigation, instead of a brokered cleanup, would ensue.

Outside the \textit{Pakootas II} scenario, the court’s reasoning becomes unsound. When the unique extraterritoriality defense is taken away, so are the incentives for efficient breach and the leverage to force negotiations with the EPA. Thus, when the polluter has no legal claim to avoid environmental laws, limiting the reach of citizen suits makes no sense. In fact, the court’s decision works against its intentions of preventing efficient breach, because the threat of citizen suits generally plays that role.\textsuperscript{173} Overall, \textit{Pakootas II} has dulled two important weapons in the battle for compliance to environmental laws: penalty payments and the citizen suits key in enforcing them. It is more likely that polluters escape the legal consequences of their pollution when there is only a single enforcer—that is, when citizen suits are not allowed.\textsuperscript{174} Likewise, when the probability of facing legal consequences is lowered, the anticipated costs of noncompliance also decrease, making efficient breach more likely. Noncompliance penalties—which were at issue in \textit{Pakootas II}\textsuperscript{175} and are vitally important to overall compliance efforts\textsuperscript{176}—illustrate this argument. Obviously, if no one enforces noncompliance penalties, costs of noncompliance go down. If costs of noncompliance go down and profits from noncompliance are adequate, noncompliance becomes economically attractive, and polluters will be more likely to efficiently breach.\textsuperscript{177}

To better deal with the many different scenarios that might require many different approaches, I propose a different rule than the blanket rule against
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citizen suits adopted by the Ninth Circuit (which, as explained in Part III.B.,
seemed to correctly interpret § 9613(h), meaning a statutory change is needed).
In large part, the problem with the Ninth Circuit’s rule stems from the EPA’s
failings and inability to achieve compliance (a problem I detailed in Part II.B).
Environmental citizen suit provisions intend to—and largely do—remedy many
of these failings, but as seen in Pakootas II, the need for a more guided
approach can sometimes arise. Thus, instead of the Ninth Circuit’s rule, a case-
by-case approach would be more effective at ensuring compliance. If the
polluter is less likely to comply when citizen suits are allowed—which will
likely be rare—then courts should be allowed to bar citizen suits. If, on the
other hand, the polluter is more likely to comply when citizen suits are allowed,
then courts should let citizen suits go forward. This would largely be a
discretionary test, and would be open for abuse or mistake by courts, but it
would be better than the already codified mistake of a general, indiscriminate
ban on citizen suits. The case-by-case rule would preserve the threat of citizen
suits, which in itself can incentivize compliance, while creating an avenue for
the EPA to take the reigns if needed.

IV. EXAMPLES AND SOLUTIONS: OVERCOMING EFFICIENT BREACH

Again, the problem with Pakootas II’s holding is its forced
overdependence on the EPA for protection and penalty enforcement. With
several possible enforcers policing noncompliance, including the citizens
directly and adversely affected by the pollution, there would be a much higher
probability that the polluter would pay for its pollution. Thus, efficient breach
would be less attractive, meaning polluters would be more likely to choose
compliance initially. In turn, initial compliance would make cleanups faster and
cheaper, because EPA noncompliance penalties would be unnecessary. To
further illustrate these points, below I examine examples of problematic
overdependence on the EPA, or other government departments charged with
protecting the environment, that largely stem from overconcentration of
protection powers in one agency.

A. Empowering the People

Examples abound that illustrate the government’s failure to protect
citizens and communities from environmental harms. Often, the harm falls
squarely on low income, minority communities. The most effective way to
ensure environmental protection for these communities is to empower them to
protect themselves through citizen suits and other means of environmental
justice.178 By raising both the likelihood that polluters will be penalized,

178. See Cole, supra note 100, at 661–63. Cole also stresses the importance of group representation
(“representing an organized group rather than an individual client or unaffiliated clients”) and making
law a “means, not an end.” Id. at 663–68. Environmental justice tools fall into four categories: (1)
traditional environmental laws; (2) local administrative processes; (3) civil rights laws (Title VI of the
empowerment addresses the core concept of efficient breach of public law by ensuring noncompliance is more costly than compliance.

Kettleman City’s fight against the nearby construction of a proposed toxic waste incinerator shows how communities can protect themselves against the harmful effects of an efficient breach of public law when standard institutional protections are ineffective. Kettleman City, a farming community of 1,100 residents in California, is 95 percent Latino, with 70 percent “speak[ing] Spanish in the home.”179 In 1988, Chemical Waste Management (CWM) proposed to build an incinerator at the toxic waste landfill it was already operating in the community.180 As required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),181 the Kings County Planning Department issued an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) that detailed, albeit inadequately, the proposed incinerator’s environmental impacts.182 However, the Planning Department refused to translate the 1,000-page document into Spanish, effectively shutting the local community out of the public involvement stage of EIR preparation.183

To protect their “health, home, and livelihoods,” the community residents organized a community group (“El Pueblo para el Aire y Agua Limpio”184), held demonstrations, pressured their local officials to stop the incinerator, and hired legal representation from the California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation (CRLAF).185 CLRAF encouraged regular meetings in community homes and organized a letter-writing campaign to comment on the EIR—with almost all of the letters being written in Spanish.186 Although the Kings County Board of Supervisors approved the incinerator proposal, a state trial court ruled it a violation of the legal requirement for adequate EIRs, partly because of the “County’s exclusion of Spanish-speakers.”187 The strategies developed ultimately empowered community members with the skills needed to successfully fight the proposal in court, stopping the incinerator.188 In other words, community members added inefficiency to an otherwise efficient breach by becoming an enforcer of EIRs; importantly, they also made future breaches

---

179. Id. at 674.
180. Id.
182. Cole, supra note 100, at 674.
183. Id. at 674–75. Even more suspicious, CWM’s attempt to place the incinerator in a minority community followed a “broader pattern of discriminatory siting”; its other incinerators are in neighborhoods featuring 83, 73, and 50 percent minority populations. See Miles Corwin, Unusual Allies Fight Waste Incinerator Hazards: Grower and Farm Workers, Fearing Pollution and Health Problems, Oppose Plan to Put State’s First Such Commercial Plant in Kings County, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 24, 1991, http://articles.latimes.com/1991-02-24/news/mn-2788__chemical-waste.
184. “People for Clean Air and Water.”
185. Cole, supra note 100, at 674.
186. Id. at 675–76.
187. Id. at 678.
188. Id.
of the EIR legal requirements, and the potential for environmental harm that comes with it, less likely.

A similar example is found in San Francisco’s Bayview-Hunters Point community, which throughout its history has served as the dumping ground for the city’s undesirable land uses. Unsurprisingly, around 90 percent of the roughly 28,000 people who live in the neighborhood are minority, with 30 percent living in poverty. In July 1994, San Francisco Energy Company (SF Energy) proposed Bayview-Hunters Point as the site of what would have been one of the largest fossil-fuel power plants in California. It also would have been within one mile of San Francisco’s two existing power plants, meaning the community would have had “more power plants than any area its size in the nation.” The plant’s emission of up to 300 tons of air pollutants each year would have contributed to the neighborhood’s already troublingly high rates of illness and death from asthma, chronic bronchitis, and cardiovascular disease, and would have likely worsened existing violations of state law and the CAA’s ozone standard. It also would have emitted several carcinogens and “require[d] the transport of sizeable amounts of hazardous waste to and from the facility.”

Despite all of this, the California Energy Commission (CEC)—which had jurisdiction over the power plant’s siting and authority to provide “all needed approvals without the need for separate local land use and environmental review,” albeit while considering the public interest—voted to approve the project in March 1996.

After the system failed them, community members took matters into their own hands. With help from the Golden Gate University’s Environmental Law & Justice Clinic, the Environmental Law Community Clinic, and the San Francisco Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, the community members “developed a profile of toxic sites in the community,” which led the

---

189. See Clifford Rechtschaffen, Fighting Back Against a Power Plant: Some Lessons from the Legal and Organizing Efforts of the Bayview-Hunters Point Community, 14 HASTINGS W.-NW. J. ENVT'L. L. & POL'Y 537, 538 (2008). In the past, Bayview-Hunters Point has been the designated area for slaughterhouses, wrecking yards, steel manufacturing, materials recycling, power generation facilities, and the Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. Id.

190. See id. at 538–39. These numbers are especially significant when compared to the demographics of other neighborhoods in the city: Bayview-Hunters Point’s “median income is approximately $20,000 less than that of residents citywide.” See id. at 538.

191. Id.

192. Id. at 537 (citing Clarence Johnson, Disputed S.F. Power Plant Expected to Get 1st OK, Neighbors Worry About Health Issues, S.F. CHRON., Mar. 4, 1996, at A13).

193. Id. at 542.

194. Id. at 543.

195. Id. at 540–41. CEC employees are required to “represent[] the public interest” in each case by participating as an independent party before the Energy Commissioners, who have final power to approve or deny. Id. at 541. Because the Commissioners were forced to consider the public interest, coupled with the fact it was the final stop for all permits, including environmental review, the CEC at least implicitly had a duty to protect the community from harmful projects. See id. at 540–41.

196. Id. at 543. Under California law, the CEC provides “one-stop licensing” for power plant sites that, like the plant here, “generate more than 50 megawatts of electricity.” Id. at 540.
city to do the same and provide a health assessment. Community members also “pressed for a moratorium on the siting of new polluting facilities in Bayview-Hunters Point,” which gave the city an opportunity to examine SF Energy’s proposal and the “inequitable environmental conditions.” Their efforts paid off in June of 1996, when the San Francisco Board of Supervisors unanimously instructed all city agencies to “turn down any attempt to site the plant on City-owned land,” as was the case for the original proposal. Although SF Energy could still build on privately owned land, community members have successfully fought off the plant to this day, and have even shut down one of the other two in the area (which was one of the dirtiest in the state). Bayview-Hunters Point residents protected their community while the government agency charged with doing so, the CEC, did nothing. If all enforcement power had been concentrated within the CEC without separate enforcement methods for the people, Bayview-Hunters Point likely would have three power plants, more illness, and more death. Yet this is the direction in which Pakootas II steps for the analogous EPA.

B. Repowering the Tribes

Native tribes have a unique role in federal environmental law, but that role does not always allow adequate protection of the environment upon which they depend. Once again, this problem can be attributed to the efficient breach of public law theory and the inability of tribes to ensure that polluters pay for polluting their land and resources. Fixing this broken system by empowering tribes would better ensure that environmental cleanup occurs.

1. The State of the Law

Congress and the EPA have given tribes major responsibilities in federal environmental law, amounting to an unprecedented statement of support for tribal self-determination. In large part, tribes are treated as states. Congress may impose obligations of federal environmental law on the tribes just as it can states. Tribes, seen as the appropriate local government, are also given substantial enforcement authority to achieve federal environmental standards in

197. Id. at 548, 571.
198. Id.
199. Id. at 572.
201. See supra note 195.
Indian Country, and are eligible for funding and regulatory authority under many acts, including the CAA, RCRA, and CERCLA. Tribes also have retained inherent authority to set up their own environmental programs, outside of the federal environmental structure, for their reservations. Thus, tribes may enact tribal environmental codes and permit requirements within their borders to be enforced in tribal courts.

For all of this unprecedented power, tribes are still largely powerless to deal with many environmental harms, especially those that originate off the reservations. However, there are some exceptions where tribes do have limited extraterritorial power. For example, tribes, being treated as states, may establish extraterritorially enforceable environmental standards while implementing the CWA that are enforced by both the tribe and the United States as the tribes’ trustee; however, this only occurs after EPA approval of those standards, leaving the tribe dependent on the EPA and ultimately on Congress to bestow the power to the tribe. Further, even tribes’ inherent authority to set up environmental programs within their borders is severely limited when it comes to the activities of nonmembers. Tribes may assert authority over nonmembers’ activities on tribal land only if Congress has authorized it or if those activities implicate one of two exceptions created in *Montana v. United States*.

The first exception is consent by the nonmember. The second is nonmembers’ activities that impact core tribal government interests, such as “conduct that threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health and welfare of the tribe.” Although perhaps easier to meet the second exception in environmental law than in other areas, tribes must still jump through these prohibitive legal hoops to address serious environmental harms created by nonmembers, even if those harms originated on the reservation.

2. Unfortunate Outcomes

The current regulatory system has failed to protect tribes and tribal land from environmental harms. Left powerless and reliant on a disconnected and
unresponsive EPA for protection, tribes have suffered at the hands of outsiders promising economic benefits. Environmental harms and the ability of Native tribes to deal with them can be divided into two distinct categories: (1) environmental harms on the reservation and (2) environmental harms off the reservation that still impact the health, safety, and wellbeing of the tribe.

A prominent source of environmental harm on the reservation is resource exploitation, the ills of which disproportionately affect Natives. Previously undesirable land that Natives were forced onto happened to conceal 5 percent of U.S. oil and gas reserves, 30 percent of strippable and low-sulfur coal, and 50 to 60 percent of uranium. Although seemingly an economic boon for tribes—and some profited at first—it actually came at great expense. In fact, Natives bear the brunt of the economic and environmental costs of mineral extraction, while much of the gain lines the pockets of outsiders.

Consider the case of uranium mining on the Navajo Reservation. The Navajo Nation—located in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah—is the world’s largest reservation and home to 168,000 of the 255,000 enrolled Navajo members. It also contains a large uranium reserve, for which World War II and the birth of the nuclear age created a large demand. With the Navajo Nation struggling economically, Navajos were eager for work, and mining booms erupted in the area. Inexplicably, the federal government and mining companies failed to warn Navajo miners and communities of the long-term dangers of uranium mining, even after the Federal Security Agency’s 1952 Health Report of the Uranium Mines and Mills showed high mortality rates among uranium miners. Natives slowly realized the danger after witnessing numerous deaths from radiation-related illnesses, mostly cancer—previously an extremely rare disease on the reservation. Making matters worse, the government and mining companies failed to dispose of leftover waste, called

213. Wilkinson, supra note 204, at 73.
214. See Jace Weaver, Editor’s Introduction to Justine Smith, Custer Rides Again—This Time on the Exxon Valdez, in Defending Mother Earth: Native American Perspectives on Environmental Justice 59 n.2 (Jace Weaver eds., 1996) (explaining that petroleum discoveries made the Osage “the richest people per capita in the world,” which led to “social dislocation” and tribal members being “cheated and murdered for their holdings by non-Natives”).
215. See Norma Kassi, A Legacy of Maldevelopment: Environmental Devastation in the Arctic, in Defending Mother Earth: Native American Perspectives on Environmental Justice, supra note 215, at 78 (“Much of the Yukon has been a toxic dump since the Gold Rush of 1898.”).
216. Esther Yazzie-Lewis & Jim Zion, Leetso, the Powerful Yellow Monster: A Navajo Cultural Interpretation of Uranium Mining, in The Navajo People and Uranium Mining 1 (Doug Brugge & Esther Yazzie-Lewis eds., 2006).
218. Doug Brugge et al., So a Lot of the Navajo Ladies Became Widows, in The Navajo People and Uranium Mining, supra note 216, at xvi-xvii.
219. Id.
221. Doug Brugge & Rob Goble, A Documentary History of Uranium Mining and the Navajo People, in The Navajo People and Uranium Mining, supra note 217, at 36.
“tailings,” instead leaving the enormous piles of radioactive dust and rock next to depleted mines.222 Exposed tailings piles grew as big as one mile long and seventy feet high, and the wind scattered the radioactive dust to reservation towns and water supplies.223 Many Navajo even used contaminated tailings as concrete mix, unknowingly building and living in radioactive homes for decades.224 Add to the story the largest radioactive accident in U.S. history—the 1979 Church Rock Spill225—and it is hard to imagine a larger public health and environmental disaster.

For years, the EPA failed to act. As early as 1982, the Navajo government sought cleanup of tailings, spills, and the more than one thousand abandoned mines through failed litigation against the federal government.226 The tribes considered suing the mining companies, too, but were advised that victory was unlikely because the government had approved the mining activities.227 In 1990, Navajo lobbying efforts produced the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act, which treats the symptoms by providing payments for certain illnesses caused by uranium mining or atmospheric nuclear weapons testing.228 Clearly the problems were well known, but the pollution remained. Beginning around 1990, the EPA’s approach was to clean one mine at a time under Superfund, requiring the tribe to document pollution at each site.229 Navajos complained, but were bogged down in the Superfund system, which based the priority of cleanup sites on the surrounding population, an unfavorable approach given the reservation’s low population density.230

For example, in 1989 Navajo inspectors found uranium pollution at King Tutt Mesa—the location of about 200 mines—and then filed a Superfund application.231 Seven years later, federal officials finally decided King Tutt Mesa met Superfund cleanup criteria.232 Even then, the low population surrounding the mine made its inclusion on the national priority list unlikely, and King Tutt Mesa is still contaminated today.233 Not until 2008 did the EPA
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begin a comprehensive cleanup program.234 Today, that program has resulted in the cleanup of only one high-priority site, and more than 500 polluted mines remain.235 With more direct power and funding, the tribe could have protected itself and begun the cleanup much sooner; instead, it was busy trying to get the EPA’s attention while the polluting mining companies escaped penalties.

As an initial example of tribes’ powerlessness to stop pollution near but not on the reservation, consider Pakootas II. The Upper Columbia River basin—which includes the Columbia River and Lake Roosevelt, the bodies of water polluted by Teck Cominco—has been occupied and used by the tribes “since time immemorial.”236 The entire Columbia River was initially included in the tribes’ reservation, but is now the reservation’s east and south borders.237 The tribes maintain hunting and gathering rights as well as fishing and boating rights, however.238 These waters have been and still are essential to the tribes’ “subsistence, culture, and . . . well-being.”239 But, when proof of Teck Cominco’s pollution emerged, they were powerless to clean it up. Instead, the tribes’ only option was to petition the EPA to conduct a preliminary assessment under CERCLA.240 After a three-year delay, the EPA finished its report in 2002 and began negotiating with Teck Cominco to pay for cleanup in 2003.241 The tribes were forced to wait for the EPA to protect its historic waterways, and after the EPA stepped in, they were shut out of the process.

The drama surrounding Gregory Canyon in San Diego County, California, is another example of off-reservation harms affecting tribes. The canyon is on private land and has been proposed as a landfill site for the last twenty years.242 However, it is also home to historical sacred religious sites of the local Pala Band of Mission Indians, is within one-thousand feet of the San Luis Rey River, and is directly on top of an aquifer that provides water to a large percentage of San Diego County.243 Despite assurances from proponents, the landfill will eventually leak (or at least presents that risk), which would result
in the contamination of these water sources for future generations.\textsuperscript{244} It is one of the worst possible places to put a landfill; accordingly, after failing seven of eight suitability requirements, it is ranked at the bottom of a government list for potential landfill sites.\textsuperscript{245} Eighteen other federally recognized tribes and at least four local cities—all of which depend on the river and aquifer as rare sources of water—have joined the Pala in formal opposition.\textsuperscript{246} Yet all they can do is lobby for a legislative fix or convince an agency not to issue a requisite permit, both of which have failed so far.\textsuperscript{247} The normal channels for environmental protection are lacking; with stronger protections spread amongst more sources—local governments and tribes—the problem likely could have been solved long ago.

3. Proposed Solutions

I propose two solutions to these tribal difficulties. First, a Superfund-like program, “Tribal Superfund,” should be set up for tribes, where tribes can automatically take funds up to a certain amount for the exclusive purpose of pollution cleanup. This system would allow tribes to clean up pollution when they otherwise could not pay for it, and then go after the polluter to recoup their costs.\textsuperscript{248} This would also allow tribes to bypass population issues with the national priority list, which kept the EPA from cleaning mines on the Navajo reservation.\textsuperscript{249} Further, after a Tribal Superfund cleanup, tribes would need an incentive to go after the polluter and replenish the fund, or else tribes might simply be content with clean land. Thus, any reimbursement paid by the polluter should be split between the tribe and the EPA, partly reimbursing Tribal Superfund and partly giving the tribe a profit after legal fees.\textsuperscript{250} Finally, Tribal Superfund could apply both on and off the reservation, giving tribes a remedy for pollution that they otherwise might not have jurisdiction over but


\textsuperscript{245} Slater-Price, \textit{supra} note 242.

\textsuperscript{246} Id.


\textsuperscript{248} This would mirror the CERCLA process, where private parties that clean up hazardous substances can bring an action against the polluter to recover costs of the cleanup if the cleanup was consistent with EPA standards.

\textsuperscript{249} See Pasternak, \textit{supra} note 226.

\textsuperscript{250} This rule means the federal government will lose part of the money it invests in the Tribal Superfund, seemingly making it unlikely for such a proposal to be implemented. However, I would argue that the status quo of long delays by the EPA violates the trust relationship between tribes and the federal government. See \textit{Worchester v. Georgia}, 31 U.S. 515 (1832); \textit{United States v. Sioux Nation}, 448 U.S. 371 (1980). The federal government owes a fiduciary duty to tribes, and adequate environmental protection should be part of that. This is especially true where the U.S. government is largely responsible for the environmental harm, as with uranium mining on Navajo land (the U.S. government was the sole purchaser of the mined uranium).
that still negatively affects their members. It would be up to the tribes to decide how to spend their limited funding, and if they felt it was worth cleaning pollution outside of their boundaries, the EPA or states would have no reason to protest. A Tribal Superfund system would allow faster environmental cleanups for tribes and make efficient breach of environmental law less likely. With the tribe as another potential enforcer, polluters would be less likely to escape penalties, raising the overall anticipated costs of pollution and noncompliance.

Second, to further fight off-reservation harms I propose limited expansions of tribal power outside of reservation boundaries. As discussed, this power exists now, but not to the degree needed to ensure tribal self-protection, as the Gregory Canyon example makes clear. The key to this proposal, at least for the Pala’s fight over Gregory Canyon, might be to strengthen tribal powers over traditionally sacred sites. Currently, tribes can designate a site for protection under a 1992 amendment to the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966.\textsuperscript{251} If Congress simply gave tribes stronger powers to protect sacred sites under that statute, the likelihood of realizing environmental protection would rise. Likewise, states could enact statutes to protect sacred sites.\textsuperscript{252} Even if stronger sacred site protection results in environmental protection in only a few scenarios, it would make efficient breach of public law less likely overall.

Expansion of tribal power where cultural sites are not at issue would be more difficult, as the argument for intruding on the surrounding state’s sovereignty would diminish. However, I think a compelling argument exists to allow tribal regulation, to be enforced in tribal courts, of environmental pollution originating off-reservation if it actually harms tribal members or resources. Essentially, this would be the same argument advocated by the United State in \textit{Pakootas II}, where it sought to enforce CERCLA against a Canadian polluter. Although it was unclear whether Congress actually intended for CERCLA to apply extraterritorially,\textsuperscript{253} the Supreme Court has ruled that Congress had the authority to do so if it wanted.\textsuperscript{254} As sovereign nations, tribes should be able to protect themselves in the same way.

\begin{itemize}
\item [\textsuperscript{251}] 16 U.S.C. § 470(a) (2006).
\item [\textsuperscript{252}] In fact, the California legislature tried to enact a bill protecting sacred sites as a response to public outcry and Native-led opposition to mining in Indian Pass, the ancestral homeland of the Quechan Indian Nation. \textit{See Lyuba Zarsky, Is Nothing Sacred? Corporate Responsibility for the Protection of Native American Sacred Sites, Sacred Land Film Project} 20, 24 (Christopher McLeod & Roz Drezlitis eds., 2006). For the Quechan and other nearby tribes, the area is “integral to contemporary religious ceremonies and pilgrimages.” \textit{Id.} at 20. Unfortunately, Governor Gray Davis vetoed the comprehensive bill, “bowing to pressure from developers and business groups.” \textit{Id.} at 24. Fortunately, another bill requiring restoration of mining sites to pre-mining conditions also passed and was signed, at least protecting the Quechan sacred site. \textit{Id.}
\item [\textsuperscript{253}] The Ninth Circuit ruled that no extraterritorial application occurred, avoiding the question of whether it was intended or allowed. \textit{Pakootas I}, 452 F.3d 1066, 1082 (2006).
\item [\textsuperscript{254}] \textit{See EEOC v. Arabian Am. Oil Co.,} 499 U.S. 244, 248 (1991) (“Congress has the authority to enforce its laws beyond the territorial boundaries of the United States . . . .”).
\end{itemize}
CONCLUSION

By its very nature, environmental law is linked to the efficient breach of public law theory. Environmental law’s ultimate goal is to force companies to behave in ways they normally would not, which requires noncompliance and pollution to be more costly than compliance—which is the very definition of preventing efficient breach.

Many courts have attempted to make noncompliance unattractive by increasing its costs. The Ninth Circuit, in its recent attempt, misunderstood the consequences of its ruling. Citizen suits, which the court limited, are key tools in preventing efficient breach of public law. While perhaps making it less likely that Teck Cominco would breach, the ruling makes future breaches more likely because Teck Cominco’s situation was unique. Teck Cominco possessed a weapon most polluters will not have—a compelling legal defense that threatened to prevent the EPA from collecting noncompliance penalties altogether. With any attempt at enforcing those penalties—by the EPA or others—instead of the voluntary agreement, Teck Cominco might have hid behind its defense, possibly allowing it to escape liability altogether. Thus, in this situation, it was important and good policy for the court to dismiss the citizen suit. But as demonstrated, it can also be equally important and correct for courts to allow citizen suits in different scenarios.

Thus, instead of the Ninth Circuit’s blanket ban on citizen suits being used to enforce noncompliance penalties, a discretionary case-by-case approach would better ensure compliance. Courts could choose between EPA guidance and citizen suit enforcement depending on the specific situation, preserving the threat of citizen suits while giving the EPA control when necessary (even if such a need is rare).

While important, the case-by-case approach to citizen suits is simply one method of accomplishing the broader goal: making penalties for violating environmental laws more certain by broadly distributing enforcement powers. Other methods include empowering local communities through organization and education, and empowering tribes through increased funding and statutory expansion of jurisdiction.

The efficient breach problem in environmental law largely stems from overdependence on one source for enforcement and regulation—the EPA. With only one enforcer, vulnerable people, communities, organizations, and tribes are forgotten, and polluters that break the law go unpunished. The key to making pollution inefficient is to empower the vulnerable, creating many potential enforcers of environmental law. The power to create inefficiency is stronger when in the hands of the many, not the few.